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1. INTRODUCTION 

1«     Through the issues it has helped to raise, the phrase "transfer 

of technology"has proved its usefulness as well as limitations in 

describing the techrulogical requisites of developing countries.  In 

its strict meaning,  and for some time in the past, the phrase meant 

very largely that part of the process of the flow of technology where 

technology is acquired through a contract.    It has become rapidly 

clear, however, that the flow of technology to an enterprise invo?.ves 

a much larger process and wider and deeper implications.    The flow 

itself takes place through several stages such as selection,  acquisition, 

adaptation,  absorption and development and re-transfer;    and the impli- 

cations of thie flow extend far beyond those of the discrete independent 

transactions that occur between the enterprises.    Consecniently, the 

emphasis has shifted from considerations of technology transfer, which 

is a flow concept, to that of development of technological capabilities, 

which is a atock concept ¡also most of the developing countries have 

emphasized as one of their significant development goals the development 

of national technological capabilities.    Therefore, any study dealing 

with the impact of foreign technology will have to relate to the 

positive and negative effects on the overall development of national 

technological capabilities. 

II •    Ek4M¡ííG _POR NATI ON AL ?$?Wpi^JCJ&_lE^OJ>mm 

2. The phrase "technological capabilities"  means the capabilities for 

the choice,  acquisition,  adaptation,  absorption and development of 

technology.    The task of building up the technological capabilities is 

obviously a task spread over time and over many fronts.    The essential 

planning ingredients for developing national technological capabilities 

comprise: 

(a) Tht identification and monitoring of technological needs 
and objectives; 

(b) The development of an adequate technological infrastructure, 
including a comprehensive information system and the growth 
of technological service capability and specialized manpower 
skills; 
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(c) The creation of institutional mechanisms for evaluation, 
selection and acquisition of technology considered most 
appropriate m a given set of circumstances; 

(d) The establishment and development of appropriate institutional 
mechanisms for monitoring the impact,  absorption and adap- 
tation of various processes end techniques; 

(e) The growth of R and D activitieo in significant  industrial 
sectors and in basic ini rastructural fields such as energy, 
in close linkage váth industrial    activities; 

(f) The defining of policies and guidelines in terms of fiscal 
or regulatory instruments to encourage indigenous techno- 
logical development  and to ensure adequate inflow of 
appropriate foreign processes and techniques in critical 
priority sectors, 

These aspects are closely interlinked and though the institutional 

and policy mechanisms mp^v be covered by several institutions and 

instruments, an essential feature af technology programming is to 

effectively dovetail the functioning of such mechanisms so that the 

various basic issues receive adequate consideration. 

3. Together with the framing of a technology plan,  it is necessary 

to consider the various policy instruments which can play a significant 

role in technological  change.    These can take various forms including 

national laws and regulations for licensing cf production capacity of 

industrial enterpriser.,  or the defining of pioneer industries,  controls 

over majority foroi¿;. -..•--v.ity holdings,   employment  of expatriates,  controls 

over imports,  incentives for export    and import  substitution,  regulatory 

control over foreign technology ,   regulations control over foreign technology, 

regulations for use of domestic  consultancy agencies and technical 

services, various forms of financial assistance and incentives for small- 

scale and rural industries and the like.    Fiscal and regulatory instru- 

ments have    often to bo utilized in combination with one another. 

4. Policies and instruments relating directly to technology have to 

be viewed within the framework of overall economic and industrial policies. 

By and large, however,   such policies and mechanisms need to be defined 

in respect of (i) the role of foreign investment, both existing and new; 

w- 
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(ii) fields in which foreign technology is considered particularly 

necesBarjiincluding measures designed to ensure adequate flows, 

including tax benefits;    (iii) production and service sectors in 

which foreign technology should not be encouraged,   including technical 

and management services,  merchandizing and internal  sales and sectors 

where domestic capability is  either adorniate or should be developed; 

(iv)  the establishment  and development oí a regulatory mechanism to 

regulate such inflow in accordance with prescribed  and well defined 

guidelines;    (v) incentives  and treasures to encourage domestic 

technological growth,   including  tax rebates for F and D expenditure, 

limited duration of foreign technology agreements,   ote;    (vi) incentives 

and measures to promote domestic technological cervices, particularly 

consultancy and engineering services including tax relief and regulatory 

action such as insistence on  local consult¿uicy agencias being appointed 

as prime consultants in selected fields;    and (vii)  financial assistance 

and support to domestic technology a¿¿ncios.    Such a list of policy 

measures and instrument s relating directly to technology can only be 

illustrative and not  exhaustive and muct be formulated in the context 

of each country or region. 

5.       The overall assessment   of the  impact of foreign technology will 

thuB have to relate to its positive contributions to the development 

of national technological capabilities in general and to the promotion 

of technological development   in  specific industrial  sectors.    Thus,  in 

regard to the more general part,  the following    elemaats have to be 

examined as they individually or collectively contribute directly to 

technological development.    These include the following: 

(a) Consistency within  the  country in respect  of accoiisition of 
foreign technology with industrial strategia3 and policies 
particularly with regard to dispersal of industries,  rural 
industrialization programmes notwithstanding the development 
of basic industries  euch as capital goods  including engineering, 
electrical and transport  requirements; 

(b) Promotion of domestic technological  services, 
particularly  consultancy and engineering services; 

(c) Development  of overall production capacities, particularly 
in the capital goodt; sector; 
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(d) Promotion of research and development efforts in selected 
priority sectors; 

(e) Access to use of licences mid patents already axquirod 
by other enterprises; 

(f) Payments made for the  acquisition of foreign technologies 
and their relation to overall balance of payment  situation 
and particularly to foreign exchange;    and 

(g) Inflow of technologies in relation to the typo of owner- 
ship of enterprises, 

5.       Such ti study will provide an overview of thj  impact  of acquisition 

of technologies on the national economy,bearing in r.iind  the contribution 

they make to the national technological capacities.    Howcvor; the 

sectoral . ;v.'  -oocific industry L'tu.lac provide a creator inflight  as to 

how technologies hrve been chosen .and assimilated into the total industrial 

fabric,    They also provide  a valuable insight  into the decision-making 

process itself .which in most  of the developing countries is not fully- 

integrated.     Furthermor3-  the effcrt  to regulate the import  of techno- 

logies is not  limited to a few developing countries but  also the  link 

of the work of such regulato:y agencies is net fully dovetailed inte 

a national technology policy.    Nevertheless,  the detailed sectoral 

studies would throw light  on the manner of choice,  method of absorption 

and measure of innovation of imported technologies,  if any.     Such 

Btudies could also throw a light  en the  total flow of foreign technology 

into th~ industrial  system and particularly  its impact on the elements 

of technology capability at the sectoral  level including the entire 

process of negotiation and tsrms end conditions of such accruisition. 

The sectoral study of eeleoted industrial brauchen would thus cover the 

following points: 

- Choice of alternatives and  Lhc  agency entrusted to make the 
initial search and selection^ 

- Choice of collaborators; 

- Terms and conditions  of agreement; 

- Choice of products,,  particularly technologies for such products; 

- Conditions relating to acceptance and performance teste. 

w 
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Absorption j^d^ao.j^tatio_n of techno logy t 

- Manufacturing process., 

- Assimilation of design know-how and related R and D efforts; 

- Pu- ther development of tecl.nolog^   ,->nd its incorporation into 
the production processi 

- Development  of special  skills- 

Contribution .V^other i sect ore : 

- Further provision cf Imow-how.; 

- Training facilitios for other lolated establishments, 

- General observations on terms and conditions. 

The number of sectors to be chosen in each country will depend 

on the importance of the sectors and particularly the relevance of 

6uch experience  in improving the entire structure of acquisition 

and. assimilation and in  enhancing the technological capacities in 

relatad industrial branches.    UNIDO,  in consultation with the relevant 

authorities in the countries ,will [¿elect specific sectors of special 

importance in each country. 

IV.    .CHOICE. OF .COUNTRIES 

7.      It  is suggested that sono ton countries be selected for under- 

taking both general and industrial branch stuoli ec.    The  selection of 

countries should take into account, three types of experience,  namely 

countries who have mode deliberate efforts to acquire technology,  on 

a selective basis,  countries which continue to be industrially very 

underdeveloped  and whore basic industrial and technological infra- 

structure  may be very inadecuate,  and countries at  an intermediate 

stage of industrial development  and where efforts are being made to 

channelize foreign technology to certain sectors.    The  latter group 

would include countries  such as Columbi a, Kenya,  Malaysia,  etc.   in 

which technological infrastructure is being gradually built up. 

Assurir¿g the necessary resources,  the total time in completing the 

surveys .including the preparation of conclusions through the c:cpert 

group meeting such as the present ,uould talco approximately eighteen 

mont hs. 
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